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Abstract—User identity linkage refers to linking different social accounts belonging to the same natural person. Now user identity linkage across social networks based on spatiotemporal data has attracted more and more attention. However, the existing methods have some problems, such as trajectory processing is not suitable for sparse data, and grid processing leads to information loss and abnormality. Because of the above problems, we propose an accurate and efficient method of user identity linkage via wavelet transform, WTLink, which expresses the user identity in the form of several critical points obtained through a novel wavelet transform application mode. Then the user identities are linked by calculating the similarity between their representations with a proposed metric. We compare this method with several existing user identity linkage methods based on spatiotemporal data on real datasets. The results show that this method exceeds the baseline methods in terms of effectiveness and efficiency.

Index Terms—spatiotemporal data, user identity link, social network, location, frequency domain

I. INTRODUCTION

With the popularity of GPS devices such as cars, mobile phones and smart bracelets, the availability of spatiotemporal data is increasing. Recently, many social networks have generated more spatiotemporal data, such as Foursquare, Twitter and Instagram. Many users have registered accounts on these platforms and published information with geographic locations. This information builds a bridge between the real world and the virtual world, provides an unprecedented opportunity to analyze users’ real-world behaviour, and has the potential to improve various location-based services. Researchers use similar spatiotemporal data to connect user accounts of different social network platforms, that is, user identity linkage (UIL) of the same natural person from different social networks, as shown in Fig. 1. By linking user accounts across social networks and integrating complementary information sources, more comprehensive user information can be obtained, which can better promote the development of cross-domain recommendation, personalized advertising and other fields. Therefore, user identity linkage across social networks based on spatiotemporal data has attracted more and more attention. However, with the deepening of the research, some inevitable problems have brought significant challenges to this work.

Spatiotemporal data in social networks have the following characteristics:

- **Sparsity.** The traditional GPS data set records the user’s location automatically through GPS equipment, and the time interval between two continuous points is usually very short. However, in social networks, the generation of spatiotemporal data is user-driven. That is, users, decide whether to publish and when to publish information with spatiotemporal data. For privacy or personal will, users often publish less spatiotemporal data. The period and space span of adjacent data points may be huge, some even more than one year [1].

- **Heterogeneity.** Due to the business characteristics of different social networks, their spatiotemporal data often have different structural characteristics, such as time interval, period, and space span. This situation brings difficulties to the user identity linkage across social networks.

- **Imbalance.** Users have different preferences and use frequencies for different social networks, which leads to a significant gap in the amount of data from different social networks.

- **Incompleteness.** The integrity of spatiotemporal data from different social networks is different. Some of them only have longitude and latitude positions, and some of them also have semantic tags.

- **Noise.** Due to the error of the GPS itself, the subjective will of users, the difference in business characteristics of social networks and other reasons, some spatiotemporal data will be lost or offset, resulting in the generation of noise data.

The existing user identity linkage methods based on spatiotemporal data are effective to a certain extent, but there are still some problems to be solved.
• **Trajectory processing is not suitable for sparse data.** Some methods [2]–[4] connect spatiotemporal data points into lines in time order, which are called trajectories, and then link users’ identities by calculating the similarity between trajectories. This method is only suitable for dense spatiotemporal data with low time intervals, such as automobile GPS data. However, this method is not applicable for sparse spatiotemporal data, such as social network spatiotemporal data, because the time and space interval between adjacent spatiotemporal data points is significant.

• **Grid processing leads to information loss and exceptions.** Existing methods often use gridding to process spatiotemporal data [1]. This method can effectively reduce the computational complexity, but there may be information loss and anomalies at the edge of the grid [5], which will affect the accuracy of user identity linkage.

Because of the above problems, we propose a new method **WTLink** (Wavelet Transform-based user identity Linkage) for user identity linkage through frequency domain analysis to solve the problem of cross-social network user identity linkage based on spatiotemporal data. According to the characteristics of human mobile activities, there are often only a few places each person often moves to, such as home, school and workplace. Therefore, many closer records often appear in the user’s spatiotemporal data records. Inspired by this, firstly, we decompose and reconstruct the original spatiotemporal data records through the frequency domain analysis technology (precisely, Discrete Wavelet Transform, DWT [6]–[8]). Secondly, we extract several key points from the original spatiotemporal data records according to the reconstructed signals used as the user identity representation. Finally, we link the user identities according to the similarity between user identity representations. Unlike the traditional DWT reconstruction method, we proposed a new method to generate a shorter signal. We further proposed a boundary box filter method to improve identity linkage accuracy and efficiency when selecting user identity pair candidates. Our experiments on real datasets show that this method can achieve user identity linking well and exceeds the existing methods in terms of effectiveness and efficiency. Our contributions mainly include the following aspects.

• We proposed a new method, WTLink, for cross-social network user identity linkage through frequency domain analysis. The method extracts the user identity representation from the user’s spatiotemporal data with a new application mode of discrete wavelet transform (DWT). Then it uses the proposed fuzzy Ochiai coefficient to measure the similarity of user identities and links the user identities. We are the first to link user identities via frequency domain analysis.

• The traditional application mode of discrete wavelet transform uses the approximate coefficients obtained after the DWT decomposition of the original signal to carry out DWT reconstruction to obtain a smoothed signal with the same length as the original signal. In contrast, we propose a new application mode for DWT. Firstly, it decomposes the original signal to obtain detail coefficients. Then, it reconstructs the signal with the detail coefficients. Lastly, a key point sequence shorter than the original signal is selected from the original signal by analyzing the reconstructed signal. The short key point sequence is considered to be the representation of the original signal, which is beneficial for improving the efficiency of user identity linkage.

• A boundary box filter method is proposed and embedded into the user identity linkage framework, improving user identity linkage accuracy and efficiency.

• Experiments on two real datasets show that WTLink exceeded the comparative baseline methods in effectiveness and efficiency. Compared with the SOTA, WTLink improves F1 scores on the FS-TW and IG-TW datasets by 2.6% and 12.9%, with a reduction in data size by 15.9% and 3.9%, respectively.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We put forward the related work in the second section and our method in the third section. The fourth section gives the experimental results, and the fifth summarizes the paper.

**II. RELATED WORK**

With the development of social networks, more and more spatiotemporal data is being posted by users. Consequently, many researchers have utilized this spatiotemporal data on social networks to link users’ identities and have achieved positive results.

Han et al. [9] used the spatiotemporal data generated by users in social networks to solve the problem of user identity linking in an unsupervised way. They proposed a new user identity linking framework, which uses the spatiotemporal collaborative clustering model under the spectral division paradigm to find account groups with very similar spatiotemporal trajectories. Riederer et al. [10] divided location and time into bins of corresponding geographic regions or time intervals. First, the similarity of all user pairs was calculated, then the maximum bipartite graph matching was performed, and finally, the matching user was obtained. Chen et al. [5] proposed the STUL model. Firstly, spatial features were extracted by the density-based clustering method, temporal features were extracted by the Gaussian mixture model, and different weights were assigned to features. Then, a new method to measure user similarity was proposed based on these features. Users whose similarity is higher than the threshold are considered to be linked. Wang et al. [11] first used a correlation graph to capture the co-occurrence locations of all user IDs across multiple services. Then, based on this graph, a set matching algorithm was proposed to discover candidate ID sets, and Bayesian reasoning was used to generate the confidence score of candidate ranking. Chen et al. [1] proposed a solution based on kernel density estimation to realize the user identity connection between location-based social networks, which alleviates the data sparsity problem in user similarity.
measurement and improves measurement accuracy. In order to improve search efficiency, they developed a grid-based location data structure to simplify the search space.

In recent years, Chen et al. [12] propose a multi-platform UIL model ULMP based on location data. Firstly, it prunes the search space by searching the first k candidate user accounts. Then, it designs a matching score based on kernel density estimation to search the linked user accounts by combining the spatial and temporal information. Feng et al. [2] proposes a framework DPLink based on deep end-to-end learning. It first uses the deep learning tool to obtain the potential representation of the motion trajectory, then calculates the similarity between the two vectors as the similarity of the trajectory, and finally completes the user identity linkage task. This framework is the first time deep learning technology has been applied to the user identity linkage problem of heterogeneous mobile trajectories based on different qualities of service.

The existing methods often process the spatiotemporal data in the way of trajectories or gridding, and then link the user identity. Trajectories are only applicable to dense spatiotemporal data, but not to sparse spatiotemporal data, such as spatiotemporal data in social networks. Grid processing can improve the efficiency of user identity linkage, but information loss and abnormality may occur at the edge of the grid, which will affect the accuracy of user identity linkage.

III. METHOD

A. Definition

The problem of user identity linkage across social networks based on spatiotemporal data can be formally defined as follows:

Symbol indicators: A spatiotemporal data record \( r \) can be expressed as \((u, l, t)\), where \( u \) represents the user identity, \( l \) represents the geographic location in the form of latitude and longitude, and \( t \) represents the timestamp. Let \( G = \{ V, R \} \) denote a social network platform, where \( V = \{ v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_n \} \) represents all \( n \) users in the social network platform; \( R \) is a \( n_u \)-dimensional vector, and vector elements are sets of spatiotemporal data records for each user.

Input: A source social network platform \( G^s = \{ V^s, R^s \} \), and a target social network platform \( G^t = \{ V^t, R^t \} \).

Output: A user pair set \( P \subseteq V^s \times V^t \), which represents the user identities that have been linked (which means that they belong to the same natural person) from the source social network platform to the target social network platform.

B. Motivation

Fourier Transform (FT), Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) and Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) are three common frequency domain analysis techniques. DWT overcomes FT’s shortcomings in decomposing non-stationary and abrupt signals and reduces the redundancy and calculation time of CWT. Therefore, we choose DWT to process spatiotemporal data records. DWT decomposes the original signal into a group of approximate coefficients (cA) and a group of detail coefficients (cD) through the wavelet function, which respectively represents the low-frequency approximate characteristics and high-frequency detail characteristics of the original signal.

According to the characteristics of human mobile activities, there are often only a few places where each person often stays, such as home, school and workplace. Therefore, many records with similar positions often appear in the user’s spatiotemporal data records, which correspond to DWT detail coefficients (cD). Inspired by this, different from the trajectory and grid modes, we propose a user identity linkage method WTLink based on DWT, which extracts some key points as user identity representation from original data points via DWT decomposition and reconstruction with cD. And then, the user identities are linked according to the similarity between their representations. An example is shown in Fig. 2, in which we extracted 166 key points from 754 original data points to be the user identity representation. We can find that the extracted key points are very representative. Meanwhile, the data size has been greatly reduced, which is beneficial for improving the efficiency of user identity linkage.

C. The Algorithm

a) Boundary box filter: The spatiotemporal data records of a user identity are within a certain latitude and longitude range. We call this range the boundary box, composed of \( \min_{\text{latitude}}, \max_{\text{latitude}}, \min_{\text{longitude}}, \max_{\text{longitude}} \), as shown in Fig. 3. If the boundary boxes of two user identities do not intersect, the probability that they belong to the same natural person is minimal. In that case, we do not consider these two identities as anchor links (anchor links refer to multiple user identities from different social networks belonging to the same natural person) and do not calculate their similarity. This method can not only improve the accuracy of identity linkage but also improve efficiency.

b) Key point: We first decompose the original spatiotemporal data records by DWT with \( db1 \) wavelet function to obtain the DWT coefficients cA and cD. Then only use the detail coefficient cD for DWT reconstruction (different from tradi-
tional $cA$) with results denoted by $\text{sig}$. Finally, We consider the data points whose absolute value after reconstruction is not greater than the parameter $\text{noise}_\text{lower}$ as key points because points near zero in data reconstructed by our method indicate representative points in the original signal (high-frequency noise removed). If there are no key points, the original data will be considered key points. We extract up to $n_r$ key points from the spatiotemporal data records as the user identity representation, as shown in Algorithm 1. This user identity representation method can significantly improve the efficiency of user identity linkage while preserving the original data information as much as possible. For details, see the later ablation study.

![Fig. 3. Boundary box of spatiotemporal data records of two user identities](image)

Algorithm 1: Extract key points from spatiotemporal data records via DWT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input: Spatiotemporal data records $[r_1, r_2, ..., r_{n_r}]$, $\text{noise}_\text{lower}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Output: Up to $n_r$ key points $[p_1, p_2, ...]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(cA, cD) = \text{DWT}(r_1, r_2, ..., r_{n_r}, \text{`db1'})$;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{sig} = \text{IDWT}(\text{None}, cD, \text{`db1'})$;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K = []$; $//$ key points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for $i$ in range(len(sig)) do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if $\text{abs}($sig$[i]) \leq \text{noise}_\text{lower}$ and $i &lt; n_r$ then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K$.append(r$_i$);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if $K$ is empty then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>return $[r_1, r_2, ..., r_{n_r}]$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>return $K$;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The specific steps are as follows:

1. Calculate the boundary box of each user identity.

\[ \text{boundary\_box} = \{\text{min\_lat, max\_lat, min\_lon, max\_lon}\} \]

2. According to Algorithm 1, a maximum of $n_r$ key points are extracted from the spatiotemporal data records of each user identity as the user identity representation.

\[ a_i = \{p_{i1}, p_{i2}, ...\}, b_j = \{p'_{j1}, p'_{j2}, ...\} \]

Each user identity is represented by several key points, where $a_i$ is a user identity in social network $A$ (OSN $A$), $b_j$ is a user identity in social network $B$ (OSN $B$), $p$ is a key point.

3. According to the boundary box filter algorithm, filter out several user identity pairs.

4. Calculate the similarities of other user identity pairs $(a_i, b_j)$

\[ \text{user\_sim}(a_i, b_j) = \frac{|a_i \cap b_j|}{\sqrt{|a_i| \times |b_j|}} \]

The similarity calculation adopts the form of the Ochiai coefficient. However, because the probability of two longitude and latitude positions completely coincident in the actual data is very low, the key points whose distance is not greater than a specific parameter (\textit{coincidence\_radius}) are regarded as coincidence when we are calculating $|a_i \cap b_j|$. When the following condition is met:

\[ \text{dist}(p_1, p_2) \leq \text{coincidence\_radius} \]

$p_1$ and $p_2$ are regarded as a point in $a_i \cap b_j$, where $\text{dist}(p_1, p_2)$ represents the distance of two key points $p_1$ and $p_2$, $\text{coincidence\_radius}$ represents the distance threshold of considering two points as one point in $a_i \cap b_j$. We call this metric \textbf{fuzzy Ochiai coefficient}, whose pseudo-code is shown in Algorithm 2.

We have also tried other similarity measures, such as Mean Distance, Jaccard Coefficient, and DTW Distance. Their performance in the effectiveness of user identity linkage is less than the fuzzy Ochiai coefficient we proposed. For details, see the later ablation study. The reason is that, on the one hand, the Ochiai coefficient can more accurately measure the contribution of coincidence points to similarity. On the other hand, the coincidence radius parameter added in the fuzzy Ochiai coefficient is more suitable for sparse datasets.

5. User identity linkage

Take $b_j$ which is most similar to $a_i$, if satisfied:

\[ \text{user\_sim}(a_i, b_j) \geq \text{sim}_\text{lower} \]

then take $b_j$ as user identity linkage result of $a_i$, where $\text{sim}_\text{lower}$ represents the lower threshold of similarity.

The time complexity of the WTLink algorithm is $O(n^2)$, where $n$ represents the number of user identities in the spatiotemporal dataset. Because we use the boundary box filter algorithm, which can filter out most of the user identity pairs, the actual operating efficiency of the WTLink algorithm is much higher than $O(n^2)$.

D. Parameters

In order to obtain the best performance, we set some parameters for the WTLink algorithm.

- noise\_lower. noise\_lower represents the threshold for selecting key points after DWT reconstruction. We take the reconstructed data points whose absolute value is not greater than noise\_lower as the key points.

- coincidence\_radius. coincidence\_radius refers to the coincidence radius. When calculating the similarity of user identity pairs, if the distance between two points is not
Algorithm 2: Calculate the similarity of user identity pair by fuzzy Ochiai coefficient

Input: Two sets of key points ts1 and ts2, 
coincidence_radius

Output: The fuzzy Ochiai coefficient of ts1 and ts2

Ensure that ts1 is greater than ts2;
N = 0; // intersected count
L = []; // intersected ts2 index list
for i in range(len(ts1)) do
    min_dist = -1;
    I = -1; // intersected ts2 index
    for j in range(len(ts2)) do
        if j not in L then
            dist = get_distance(ts1[i], ts2[j]);
            if min_dist < 0 or dist < min_dist then
                I = j;
                min_dist = dist;
        end
    end
    if min_dist ≤ coincidence_radius then
        N+ = 1;
        L.append(I);
    end
end
similarity = N/√len(ts1)∗len(ts2);
return similarity;

greater than this value, they are considered to be the same point and included in the |a_i ∩ b_j| part of the Ochiai coefficient.

• sim_lower. sim_lower represents the lower threshold of the similarity of user identity pairs. If the similarity is not less than the threshold, it is considered valid before entering the user identity linkage stage. Otherwise, the user identity pair will be discarded.

IV. EXPERIMENT

The experiments were conducted on a 4-core (3.4GHz) desktop computer with 8GB memory and 1TB hard disk. It runs Windows 10 operating system and python 3.8.

A. Datasets

Foursquare and Twitter are two widely used social networks in which users can post statuses related to location information. Instagram is another popular photo-sharing application and service where users can share photos and videos with location information through mobile phones, desktops, laptops and tablets.

We use two datasets, FS-TW and IG-TW, which are crawled from social networking sites [1], [5], [10], where FS, TW and IG represent Foursquare, Twitter and Instagram, respectively. The two datasets each contain two domains. The records in both datasets are in the form of (userid, latitude, longitude, and timestamp). We anonymized the two datasets, i.e. the userid was replaced with a meaningless number. Similar to Literature [1], [5], [10], we select users with records in both domains. After processing, the statistical information of the datasets is shown in Table I.

B. Compared Methods

We compare our method, WTLink, with several state-of-the-art user identity linkage methods based on spatiotemporal data.

DG. This method is proposed by Chen et al. [5], in which the density-based clustering method was used to extract the user’s stay area, and the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) based method was used to model the user’s time behaviour. Then, the similarity between user identities is measured based on these features.

EPOCH. This method is proposed by Seglem et al. [13], in which the input data is temporarily divided into equal size time intervals. Then kNN classification algorithm is used for user identity linkage.

GS. This method is proposed by Cao et al. [14], which use (g_1, o_1), ..., (g_m, o_m) to indicate that two user identities appear at the same time are observed, where o_i is the corresponding frequency, and then measure the similarity of user identities with the weight and frequency of g_i.

GKR. This method is proposed by Chen et al. [1]. The spatial domain is divided into grids. Only the k × k neighbours of the target grid is considered in the calculation. Then the grid weight is calculated based on Renyi entropy. Finally, the user identity is linked according to the grid-based similarity.

DPLink. This method is proposed by Feng et al. [2]. First, the potential representation of the motion trajectory was obtained using the deep learning tool. Then the similarity between the two vectors was calculated as the similarity of the trajectory.

WTCoef. This is the naive method we proposed. First, the boundary box of each user identity is calculated, and the approximate coefficient c_A after DWT decomposition is used as the user identity representation. Then, the similarity of each user identity pair is calculated, and finally, the user identity linking is performed according to the similarity.

WTLink. This is our proposed method. First, we calculate the boundary box of each user identity and use DWT decomposition and reconstruction to extract the key points of each user identity as their representations. Then calculate the similarity of each user identity pair, and finally, link the user identities according to the similarity.

We use precision, recall and F1, which are widely used [1], [11], [15], as evaluation metrics of user identity linkage results to measure its quality.

C. Results

1) Effectiveness Evaluation

We compare our method WTLink with baseline methods on FS-TW and IG-TW datasets, and the results are shown in
Table I. In this experiment, we choose the optimal parameters for WTLink on the FS-TW dataset, noise_lower is 1, coincidence_radius is 0.06, sim_lower is 0.01; The optimal parameters are selected on IG-TW dataset, noise_lower is 1, coincidence_radius is 0.1, sim_lower is 0.02. We report the best performance of baseline methods DG, EPOCH, GS, GKR and DPLink in the datasets FS-TW and IG-TW.

It can be found that WTLink outperforms all baseline methods in F1 on these two datasets and improves the F1 score by 2.6% on the FS-TW dataset and 12.9% on IG-TW dataset compared to the best result of baseline methods. Because the IG-TW dataset is larger and denser, all methods perform better in this dataset.

WTLink does not use trajectories to process spatiotemporal data compared to other methods. Instead, key points are extracted through DWT decomposition and reconstruction to represent user identity, which reduces the sparsity, heterogeneity, imbalance and noise of spatiotemporal data, and avoids information distortion caused by gridding, thus improving the effectiveness of user identity linkage.

(2) Efficiency Evaluation

Average running time refers to the average running time per user, which is another essential factor to consider when linking user identities. We show the average running time of DG, EPOCH, GS, GKR, DPLink, WTCoef, and WTLink on FS-TW and IG-TW in Table III.

DG needs much time to extract the dwelling area and calculate the weight. It is time-consuming for EPOCH to use kNN to classify trajectories. GS needs much time to find the public grids of two user identities and then calculate the user similarity based on these grids. GKR needs time to calculate the user’s representation using KDE. DPLink takes a long time to train the deep learning model. On both datasets, the average running time of WTCoef was the shortest, followed by WTLink. The average running time of WTLink is longer than that of WTCoef, because WTCoef only uses DWT decomposition, while WTLink uses DWT decomposition and reconstruction. Compared with other methods, WTLink uses several key points to represent each user identity instead of the record set or grid representation, which significantly reduces the amount of calculation in the user identity linking stage and effectively improves the efficiency and scalability of the algorithm.

Only the experimental results of the serial version of WTLink are reported here. All stages of WTLink support parallelism.

(3) Impact of Parameters

a) Varying noise_lower: We conducted experiments when noise_lower is taken as [0, 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1], and the results are shown in Table IV. In this experiment, we selected the optimal parameters for the FS-TW dataset, coincidence_radius is 0.06, and sim_lower is 0.01. The optimal parameters were selected for the IG-TW dataset, coincidence_radius is 0.1, and sim_lower is 0.02.

We can find that in these two datasets, with the increase of noise_lower, precision fluctuates, and recall and F1 gradually increase. Because the larger the noise_lower is, the more key points extracted by WTLink, and the less information is lost, but the amount of calculation will also increase. Overall, when noise_lower is 1, precision and recall have a good balance, and F1 is maximum. We also conducted experiments on larger noise_lower (such as 10, 100), and the results showed that F1 was not significantly improved, but the amount of calculation was greatly increased. Therefore, these experimental results were not shown.

b) Varying coincidence_radius and sim_lower: We carried out the experiment when coincidence_radius is 0 ∼ 0.2 with an interval of 0.02, sim_lower is 0 ∼ 0.1 with an interval of 0.01, and the results are shown in Fig. 4, in which different colours represent different F1 values. In order to shorten the running time, noise_lower in this experiment is taken as 0.

We can find that F1 value changes according to the combination of coincidence_radius and sim_lower, when coincidence_radius is 0, it is minimum, and when sim_lower is 0, it is also tiny. This phenomenon indicates that the setting of these two parameters is necessary. According to subgraph (a), we choose the optimal parameters for the FS-TW dataset (when F1 reaches the maximum value), i.e. coincidence_radius is 0.06, and sim_lower is 0.01. According to subgraph (b), we choose the optimal parameters for the IG-TW dataset (when F1 reaches the maximum value), i.e. coincidence_radius is 0.1, and sim_lower is 0.02. It should be noted that we also carried out experiments with larger coincidence_radius (e.g. 0.5, 1) and sim_lower (e.g. 0.1 ∼ 1), but can not get greater F1, so these experimental results are not shown.

In practice, if the ground truth is unknown, we recommend...
to set noise_lower as 1, coincidence_radius as 0.06, and sim_lower as 0.02. Another way is to manually label part of the data as the ground truth.

(4) Ablation Study

In order to verify the effectiveness of various components proposed in WTLink, we compared WTLink and its six variants on the FS-TW and IG-TW datasets, as shown in Table V (WTLink is in bold). It can be found that when boundary box filtering or DWT denoising is not used, the F1 value slightly increases, but the running time dramatically increases. In particular, the running time on the more extensive dataset IG-TW can be as high as 3~10 times that of WTLink, which significantly reduces the scalability of user identity linkage. The other variants replace the user identity metric with DTW, mean distance and Jaccard coefficient, which all cause the F1 value to drop to different degrees. The results show that all components of WTLink are indispensable.

V. CONCLUSION

The existing user identity linkage methods across social networks based on spatiotemporal data have some problems, such as trajectory processing is not suitable for sparse data, and grid processing leads to information loss and abnormality. Because of the above problems, we propose a method WTLink based on frequency domain analysis. According to the sparsity, heterogeneity and imbalance of spatiotemporal data in social networks, this method represents user identity through several key points and can effectively link user identity. We compare this method with several of the most advanced user identity linkage methods based on spatiotemporal data on real datasets. The results show that this method exceeds the baseline methods in terms of effectiveness and efficiency. When dealing with large datasets, to improve the efficiency of user identity linkage, further studies can be done on screening user identity pairs in the future, such as using possible conflicts between spatiotemporal data from different individuals for screening.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Boundary Box Filter</th>
<th>Preprocessing / Representation</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>F1</th>
<th>Running Time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FS-TW</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>DWT Denoising</td>
<td>Fuzzy Ochiai Coefficient</td>
<td>0.431</td>
<td>0.736</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>DWT Denoising</td>
<td>Fuzzy Ochiai Coefficient</td>
<td>0.432</td>
<td>1.092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Original Data</td>
<td>DWT</td>
<td>0.449</td>
<td>1.115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Original Data</td>
<td>DTW</td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>3.375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>DWT Denoising</td>
<td>Mean Distance</td>
<td>0.147</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>DWT Denoising</td>
<td>Jaccard Coefficient</td>
<td>0.334</td>
<td>0.751</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IG-TW</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>DWT Denoising</td>
<td>Fuzzy Ochiai Coefficient</td>
<td>0.828</td>
<td>0.952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>DWT Denoising</td>
<td>Fuzzy Ochiai Coefficient</td>
<td>0.831</td>
<td>3.443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Original Data</td>
<td>DTW</td>
<td>0.357</td>
<td>6.342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Original Data</td>
<td>DTW</td>
<td>0.369</td>
<td>3.261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>DWT Denoising</td>
<td>Mean Distance</td>
<td>0.279</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>DWT Denoising</td>
<td>Jaccard Coefficient</td>
<td>0.764</td>
<td>0.905</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>